
Survey of Genetic Genealogy

From Ethnicity to Visual Phasing



Full Disclosure

I have never had any financial, professional or personal ties with 
any of the DNA testing/matching companies or their employees.

● 23andMe 
● AncestryDNA
● FTDNA
● GEDmatch
● MyHeritage DNA Use these services!





Allow me to introduce myself...

...with my tree and my DNA.





Mysterious & Interesting South Carolina 
Ancestry

Sarah Ann Mallon: ???

David M. Peeples: Hampton County ???

John W. Lloyd: Darlington, SC

Thomas Osgood: Essex, MA → Dorchester, SC

(1680-1736)





My DNA Testing

Started with 23andMe for ethnicity...















Marion
Moultrie



Many stop with ethnicity...

...but matches provide genealogical gold.

● Close matches (adoptees, NPEs)
● Distant cousins (climbing UP the tree)



Contacting matches: The Payoff

Two previously unknown first cousins

New family tree discoveries

New friends

New photos 

New field trip ideas







Field Trip!

Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Military Park





Distant cousins

● Shared match lists (location, branch of tree)
● Comparing with other family (half siblings, parents, etc.)
● cM values
● Chromosome browser information
● Special techniques (e.g., visual triangulation)



Visual Triangulation



Big picture with a few details

Focus on the big picture.

Details provided to support & illustrate.

Videos are available for later review.

Facebook and YouTube



Visual Triangulation

Making INDIRECT DNA comparisons.

Compare DNA matches at one company with DNA matches at 
another company!

Compare DNA matches with each other even when 
chromosome browser settings do not permit! (FTDNA)

Compare matches & sort matches by family line.



Backing up...
What is triangulation?



What is triangulation?
Looking at shared DNA & shared Ancestry to explore 
family relationships.

● Shared DNA segments



Segment Triangulation
1. Select a shared segment of DNA.
2. Look for other people who share the same DNA 

segment.
3. Look for ancestry shared by all of the people who 

share the segment.
4. Repeat for each shared segment.



Example...
Spivey cousins (maternal)



23andMe





My triangulation video!

DNA Triangulation for Family History

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uBLm4phEWHk


Triangulation Challenges

Confirming mutually shared DNA

Confirming shared ancestry



Why confirm mutually shared DNA?

Because appearances can be deceiving.



Two groups of matches: maternal & paternal

Image source: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gene



Chromosome 1: Maternal and Paternal

DadMom





To answer the 
questions:

1. Sort matches
2. Compare matches
3. Confirm connections



Sorting matches...

Test parents!

Test grandparents!

Test great grandparents!

Test other relatives!!!

Oldest generation always has a sorting problem!







Make direct comparisons!

Whenever possible use...

Chromosome browsers

Triangulation tools



Direct comparisons not always possible!

Our cousins test at different companies!

Direct comparison between Cousin A only at FTDNA 
and Cousin B only at 23andMe: NOT POSSIBLE! 

Example...



New example: Cousin Graham 
Bennett

New match in May 2017 at FTDNA

No tree, no response but name + email address led to 
mom’s obituary and other helpful info.



Cousin Graham Bennett

Shared ancestry: 

Alexander Hamilton Stephens Deen / Sarah Frances Williams

2nd cousins twice removed (maternal)

John Barber Waters / Martha Lanier

4th cousins once removed (paternal)



Graham



Graham
Shared DNA:

104 cM (sibling summation)

Mother’s 2nd cousin once removed

https://youtu.be/jGEn8H7UYd8


Cousin Graham: Questions

Can we confirm Graham’s tree with DNA match results?

Can we confirm the source of the shared DNA?

Is our paternal relationship contributing?

Can triangulation help?



Cousin Graham
Graham tested at FTDNA.

Many of my Deen cousins, including Graham’s niece & aunt 
have also tested...but only at 23andMe!



Cousin Graham
Great match

Share great connections

Direct comparisons not possible!



Solution: Visual Triangulation!

Indirect (but VERY reliable) comparisons

Goal in this case: Compare FTDNA match results with 
23andMe match results.





Cousin Graham: DNA 
resources

FTDNA: Chromosome browser

103.8 cM

Chromosomes 3, 6, 10, 21

Twelve of my close family members to be compared with 
Graham and his close relatives.



Family members compared

Me, siblings 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, my three children, nephew E and 
niece B.



Millie

FTDNA

23andM
e

FTDNA & 23andMe



Chromosome 3 
Graham matches siblings 4, 6, 7, 8 and niece B (FTDNA)

Graham’s niece (Millie) matches sibs 4, 6, 7, 8 and niece B (23andMe)!

Segment position 29,000,000 - 41,000,000



Chromosome 3 , 2nd segment
Graham matches me, siblings 4, 7, 8 & all three of my kids (FTDNA)

Millie matches me, siblings 4, 7, 8 & all three of my kids (23andMe)!

Segment position: 61,000,000 - 71,000,000



Karolina

FTDNA

23andM
e

FTDNA & 23andMe



Chromosome 3, 3rd segment 
Graham matches siblings 2, 4, 5, 7 & nephew E (FTDNA)

Graham’s aunt (Karolina) matches sibs 2, 4, 5, 7 & nephew E (23andMe)!

Segment position 175,000,000 - 183,000,000



Chromosome 6
Graham matches me, sibs 4, 5, 6, 8, niece B, my daughter & my 2nd son (FTDNA)

Karolina matches me, sibs 4, 5, 6, 8, niece B, my daughter & my 2nd son (23andMe)!

Segment position 150,000,000 - 167,000,000



Chromosome 10
Graham matches me, sibs 5, 7, & my younger son (FTDNA)

Karolina matches me, sibs 5, 7, & my younger son (23andMe)!

Segment position 123,000,000 - 135,000,000



Chromosome 21
Graham matches siblings 5, 6, 8 (FTDNA)

Karolina matches siblings 5, 6, 8 (23andMe)!

Segment position 25,000,000 - 29,000,000



Observations

Graham (at FTDNA) and Millie (at 23andMe) both match 
identical subsets of my close family members on two 
segments on Chromosome 3.



Hypotheses

Graham and Millie match each other on Chromosome 3.

Graham and Millie triangulate with my family on those 
segments.

Graham & Millie triangulate as noted because of our shared 
ancestry on the Deen line.



Observations

Graham (at FTDNA) and Karolina (at 23andMe) match 
identical subsets of my close family members on several 
DNA segments (on Chromosomes 3, 6, 10 and 21.)



Hypotheses
Graham and Karolina match each other on Chromosomes 3, 
6, 10 and 21.

Graham and Karolina triangulate with my family.

Graham & Karolina triangulate on those chromosomes 
because of our shared ancestry on the Deen line.



FTDNA

23andM
e

23andM
e

FTDNA & 23andMe



UPDATE: March 2019

Graham appeared as a match at 23andMe!

We usually don’t get so lucky!







Chromosome 3 (Millie)

29,000,000 - 41,000,000

61,000,000 - 71,000,000





Chromosome 6 (Karolina)

151,000,000 - 167,000,000



Chromosome 10 (Karolina)

123,000,000 - 135,000,000







Triangulation 
confirmed









Graham
Karolina

Graham
Karolina

Me

Triangulation 
confirmed



Chromosome 21
Triangulation tool not accessible.

Segment only 6.5 cM



Conclusion
Visual triangulation (VT) correctly predicted segments that 
Graham shares with Millie and Karolina.

VT correctly predicted triangulated segments, confirmed by 
direct comparisons.



Discussion
Don’t lose sight of total centiMorgans (cM)

Total cM: predicts distance of relationship



Finding common ancestry

Amount of DNA shared (cM) 
tells you how high up the tree 
you need to climb.

Location of shared 
segments tells you which 
branch to climb.





Segments, 
chromosome

s





Discussion

VT can be done with fewer family members.

More family members → more complete picture

VT can be done with other groupings of family members.



Same data, different perspectives

My perspective: self, siblings, children, niece, nephew

Daughter’s perspective: self, father, aunts/uncles, siblings, 
first cousins.

Graham’s perspective: self, aunt, niece



Strategy
● If you don’t seem to have the what you need to do VT, flip 

the perspective.
● Strategy: 23andMe, GEDmatch



Discussion
Direct comparisons are still preferable.

Urge use of all databases (GEDmatch, MyHeritage DNA, 
FTDNA).



Discussion
Most of our matches will only be available in ONE database.

If we’re lucky, that one database will be one with a 
chromosome browser.

Comparing these matches with matches with matches from 
other databases will only be possible with VT.



Discussion
VT helps to deal with chromosome browsers that don’t allow 
you to compare your matches with each other (FTDNA, 
MyHeritage).





Is visual triangulation reliable?

252 pairs of matches at 23andMe were chosen at random from 
chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 21, 22

All share 10 cM or more with me and 10 cM or more with my child.

Each member of each pair shares DNA with me & my child on a 
corresponding portion of the same chromosome.

All 252 pairs (100%) match each other.



Don’t take my word for it...

Try VT for yourself.

Does VT work for you?

Do you see any problems?

Tell me what you think!







Chromosome 3: Sib 6 vs Sib 8 (BONUS SLIDE)


